
SM9104R - Complete Drops Before 10th Day (Part 2: Report) 

Group: INFORM

Account: PLIB

Procedure Password: None

Database Passwords Required: SM, SAFER

Report: SM9104R - Complete Drops Before 10th Day [Part 2: 
Report]

Purpose and Description: SM9104R IS ONLY VALID FOR CREDIT HOUR 
COLLEGES. CLOCK HOUR COLLEGES SHOULD NOT 
USE THIS REPORT.  

SM9104R produces a report of all students who dropped 
all classes before the 10th day of the specified 
year/quarter. The number of credits dropped, during the 
100% refund period are separated from credits dropped 
after the 100% refund period. If the student has a financial 
aid award, the award codes and amounts are also 
displayed. Be aware that this report sums all added 
quarterly credits registered (SM4010) and if the number of 
deleted credits equals the number of added credits it is 
determined that the student has 100% withdrawn from all 
classes.  

Warning: If a student has any remaining quarterly credits 
registered, even continuing education credits they will not 
be listed on this report. 

This report has two purposes: 

1. For the Re-certification report, it identifies students 
who dropped all classes and received 100% 
refunds for a particular quarter and students who 
dropped all classes and received less than 100%. 

2. For refunds and repayments, it identifies financial 
aid students who dropped all classes prior to the 
10th day of a quarter. 

Special Instructions: SM9103R must run first to extract the data. The output file 
from SM9103R must be saved as SM9103S. 

Dependencies: SM9103S SD Binary file.

Selection Criteria:  

ADDED-CREDITS Leave blank or enter a minimum number of added credits 
in the format of GT x, where x equals the minimum 
number of quarterly credits registered for in SM4010. 

DROPPED-BEFORE-100% If you want all students who completely dropped, leave 
this value blank. If you want only students who dropped 
credits during the 100% refund period, enter GT 0. 



DROPPED-AFTER-100%   If you want all students who dropped credits after the 
100% refund period, leave this value blank. If you want 
only students who dropped credits after the 100% refund 
period, enter GT 0.

YR-SES The year/session to be reported. The value entered should 
be the same as the value entered for SM9841R YRQ.

AWD-CDE If you want all awards included on the report, leave this 
value blank. If you want only specific award codes, enter 
the award codes, separated by a space with the operator 
OR, (for example 01 OR 02 OR 09).

AWD-STATUS Enter 2 to list only accepted awards. If you want all award 
statuses, leave this value blank.

AWD-AMT If college has awards with zero dollars in a status 2 then 
enter the parameter GT 0.0  If not leave blank. 
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